How to come to EDF Lab Paris Saclay
The address is: 7, boulevard Gaspard Monge, 91 120 PALAISEAU, FRANCE
Below is a picture of the buildings. The entrance is situated in the AZUR building
Then you will have to proceed to the welcome desk where you will be given a badge. Do not forget
your ID. The meeting will take place in the OPALE building (take the long corridor joining the two
buildings, then go to the ‘badge’ doors at the other side of the lobby, the lifts are behind the doors)

Entrance

Situation map
EDF Campus Paris Saclay is located 30 km south of Paris

EDF’lab

Coming by public Transportation
From Paris Roissy Charles de Gaulle Airport, take the RER B (train), direction ‘Saint Remy les
Chevreuse’, stop at MASSY-PALAISEAU station
From Paris Orly Airport, take the Orlyval (metro), to ANTONY, then take the RER B (train), direction
‘Saint Remy les Chevreuse’, stop at MASSY-PALAISEAU station
From Paris Gare du Nord, take the RER B (train), direction ‘Saint Remy les Chevreuse’, stop at

MASSY-PALAISEAU station
When you are in Massy-Palaiseau, you can either find a taxi or take the bus line 91-06C (see red
arrow below). Stop at ‘PALAISEAU-CAMPUS’. Bus stop is just in front of the entrance to our building.
Schedule for 91-06C (One bus every 4 minutes between 7.00 and 10.00 in Massy-Palaiseau, and
between 4pm and 7pm at Palaiseau-Campus). This is an express bus, with a dedicated lane.

The following map of the Massy-Palaiseau station will help you find the bus stop. (you will need to
use the glass pedestrian platform, follow ‘gare routière’ directions and walk a few minutes to the bus
stop. (the station dock for line B is shown in blue dotted line)

Coming by car
From Paris city : Use N118 via Pont de Sèvres. Take the exit 9
«Orsay-le Guichet».
From Paris - Porte d’Orléans : Take the A6 highway towards Lyon.
Continue on the A10 towards «Nantes/Bordeaux». Exit on your left
towards «D444/Versailles/ Igny/Bièvres». Continue over the D36.
From Paris-Charles de Gaulle airport : Take the A1 towards Paris.
At the « Porte de la Chapelle » level, take the exterior ring towards
Rouen. At the « Porte de St-Cloud », follow the N10 towards
Bordeaux/Nantes, then the N118.
From Paris-Orly airport : Take the N7 towards Paris. Follow the A86
towards Versailles. Take the exit 30
«A6/A10/Bièvres/Igny/Bordeaux/Nantes». Continue over the A10
towards «Nantes/Bordeaux». Exit on your left towards «D444/Versailles/ Igny/Bièvres». Continue
over the D36.
The visitors parking is in front of the main entrance, 7 Boulevard Gaspard Monge in Palaiseau; the
taxi drop-off is on the side of the building, 6 rue Rosalind Franklin.

Hotels
Hotels in Paris
Staying in Paris means an up to one-hour journey to the venue but very simple. To keep your journey
as short as possible, we recommend choosing a hotel near the RER B train line (stops DenfertRochereau, Port Royal, Saint Michel, …) that crosses Paris North to South and connects to the bus line
you will have to take in a second step to get to the venue.
You can find some suggestions below:
IBIS STYLES PARIS MAINE MONTPARNASSE
Address: 22 rue Hippolyte Maindron 75014 PARIS
Website: https://www.accorhotels.com/fr/hotel-8282-ibis-styles-paris-maine-montparnasse/index.shtml

HOTEL IBIS PARIS MAINE MONTPARNASSE 14EME
Address: 160, rue du Château
75014 PARIS
Website: https://www.accorhotels.com/fr/hotel-0803-ibis-paris-maine-montparnasse-14eme/index.shtml

NOVOTEL PARIS VAUGIRARD MONTPARNASSE
Address: 257, Vaugirard Street
75015 PARIS
Website: http://www.novotel.com/fr/hotel-1978-novotel-paris-vaugirard-montparnasse/index.shtml

HOTEL BONAPARTE
Address: 61 Rue Bonaparte75006 PARIS
Website: http://www.hotelbonaparte.fr/

Hotels in SACLAY
If you prefer to stay in SACLAY you will as the public transport combinations are not very suitable.
If you have a car, you may book a hotel close to EDF : Novotel Sacaly, B&B Saclay.
If you will come by public transportation, hotels near the Massy-palaiseau station may be a better
choice : Mercure Paris Massy Gare TGV, Residhome Paris-Massy, Séjours&Affaires Massy Atlantis

Or a bit further : HOTEL BEST WESTERN PARIS VAL de Bievre
Address: 1 Rue de la Libération,
78356 Jouy-en-Josas, FRANCE
Telephone: +33 1 69 35 43 30
Email: reservation@hotelparis-bievre.com
Website: https://www.bw-parisvaldebievre.com/en
EDF has preferential fares at this hotel. The booking code EDF can be used to get better prices.
In this hotel you can book at the reception desk a special shuttle that can take you to EDF lab in the
mornings.
EDF has also preferential fares at this hotel. So the booking code EDF will work as well to get better
prices.

